Bennington College  Dec 1 1979  Commons Theater  10 pm

THE TOPTONES

INGRID STRONG  -  VOCALS
LARRY JACOBS  -  GUITAR
JOHN SAVLOV  -  PIANO
TOPPER LILIEN  -  GUITAR, VOCALS
ROSS POPENOE  -  BASS
JOHN BERTLES  -  SAX, CLARINET
STEVE ALBAHARI  -  SAX
JOHN SHEPLER  -  DRUMS

JUST WHAT THE BLUES MEAN TO ME
SONG FOR THE SAINTS
BLACK DOG BLUES
SOUTH SEA LULLABY
TASTE OF HEAVEN
OLD CALAIS
SAD WORLD (BUT IT SURE IS SWEET)
MR MURPHY
PARADISE
KATIE

THANKS TO: GUNNAR SCHONBECK, FRANK BAKER

ALL SONGS BY TOPPER LILIEN
TASTE OF HEAVEN BY CARROLL CARTWRIGHT AND TOPPER
ARRANGEMENTS: LARRY JACOBS, STEVE ALBAHARI,
JOHN BERTLES, TOPPER LILIEN

INTRO ON SONG FOR THE SAINTS:
ABIDE WITH ME  BY T. MONK

SPECIAL THANKS TO: RAY FOOTE, BILLY FARRELL, CARROLL CARTWRIGHT, SHAREN CONNER